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Fly Leaf No. 03/2020 

Attention...... ALL CONCERNED 

In the current financial year 54 indicative SPAD cases have been reported by Zonal 

Railways, out of which 7 cases have occurred in south Central Railway. Of these 7 cases 

over SCR, in 3 cases duty performed by LP till SPAD was more than 12 hrs. 

Following measures have been adopted by South Central Railway to prevent Signal Passing 

At Danger (SPAD) cases: 

 32 point action plan to prevent SPAD is prepared and supplied to all LP/ALPs in the 

form of leaflet and crew are being counselled on these points.   

 Power Officers interact with each LP and ALP to know their Professional/Personal 

problem and to try to resolve it, at the earliest. 

 Safety seminars and interaction with crew at crew lobbies are being done by Power 

Officers and HQrs Officers at regular intervals. 

 During safety seminars on SPAD, case studies of actual occurrences of SPAD are 

being discussed at length to clearly explain reason and circumstances leading to 

SPAD. Special emphasis is given on the following aspects:- 

a. No presumptive driving  

b. Timely application of brakes to control the speed of the train while approaching 

danger signal. 

c. ALP to check the working of ALP emergency brakes at originating/crew changing 

point and apply emergency brakes in case LP is not attentive or controlling the 

train while approaching signal at Danger. 

 During counselling special emphasis is being laid on calling out signals. Signals should 

be called out by LP/ALP clearly and repeated loudly as per the protocol i.e, station 

name, signal name and signal aspect with hand gesture.  

 9 hours implementation: 2000 RRB/GDCE ALPs have been made available. Filling up 

of vacancies will improve working hours and stress level of crew. 

 Improving the quality of rest by refraining from using cell phones during outstation rest. 

Availing full rest at home during PR and HQ rest is also emphasised. 

 Data regarding availability of personal smart phone to be monitored by nominated LI. 

 In refresher courses one working day has been earmarked for SPAD prevention where 

again SPAD prevention measures and case studies are discussed. 

 All LIs have been asked to identify accidents/SPAD prone Loco pilots as well as Loco 

Pilots with ailments needing regular medication  

 A bell is provided in lobbies of SC & BZA divisions. LP/ALPs while signing ON will ring 

the bell as a pledge that they will not involve in SPAD. 

 Drop box is provided at crew lobbies for crew to drop Leave/Pass/PTO applications to 

avoid wastage of time and to have proper rest at Headquarters. Status of 

leave/Pass/PTO is sent through SMS to concerned staff.  

 Crew after availing leave/sick are booked from 8:00 hrs in the morning. 

 All CMS kiosks are integrated with BA, Bio-metric and Camera.  



 Simulator training is made part of all trainings viz., initial, refresher, promotional, 

conversion etc. at ETTC/BZA. Special simulator training is given to weak identified 

LPs.  

 Ambush checks are being conducted at enroute stations, vulnerable locations to check 

the alertness of crew and observance of speed restrictions. 

 LIs are advised that 25% of footplate monitoring in a month should be from end to end 

i.e covering entire crew beat of the LP, even if part of crew beat falls on adjoining 

Division or Foreign railway. 

 SPM downloaded data are being analyzed by Loco Inspectors to check the speed of 

train while passing signal at caution aspect. LPs who are maintaining speed above 

normal are being counselled.  

 550 Nos fog pass device is sanctioned for SCR and commissioned.  

 Stop Alert Device (SAD) is provided in 6 locos on trial basis as an additional tool to 

ALP to alert LP in the event of restrictive signal. This device is provided on the ALP 

desk in both the cabs.  

 CMMA (Crew Monitoring Manager) an android application is introduced which has 

been developed in-house to assist the Loco Inspectors in day-to-day working and to 

maintain the records and details of nominated LPs. 

 Loco Inspectors to footplate 60% of kilometres in a month with their nominated LPs.  

 

Long Term Measures suggested for implementation at Railway Board level:- 

 Provision of CVVRS (Crew Voice & Video Recording System) in all Loco Cab. 

 Provision of TCAS/TPWS equipment in Locomotive. 
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